SAMPLE 20–YEAR LIMITED FINISH WARRANTY
Certificate # xx.xxx.xx

Finish & Color: Floline Kynar xxxx Color

FLOLINE ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS, LLC (“Floline”) guarantees the above described finish applied to Kynar coated metal panels and trims fabricated by Floline for Sample Project, Anytown, USA for the following periods of time from the date of installation:

A. For a period of twenty (20) years against peeling, checking or cracking, except for crazing or cracking that may occur on formed edges or bends of the metal panels and trim.

B. For a period of twenty (20) years against fade or change in color in excess of Five (5) Hunter color difference units, as measured on exposed surfaces which have been cleaned of external deposits and chalk and the corresponding values measured on the original or unexposed painted surfaces when tested in accordance with ASTM D 2244 02 method D659 procedures. It is understood that fading or color changes may not be uniform, if the surfaces are not equally exposed to the sun and elements.

C. For a period of twenty (20) years against chalking in excess of a numerical rating eight (8) for roof applications when measured in accordance with ASTM D 4214-98 procedures.

THIS WARRANTY IS SUBJECT TO THE LIMITATION AND CONDITIONS DESCRIBED BELOW AND SHALL NOT BE DEEMED TO INCLUDE ANY OTHER WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY OF FITNESS OR MERCHANTABILITY, AND FLOLINE ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS, LLC SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO ITS COLOR FINISHES EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY EXPRESSED HEREIN.

TERMS, CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS

This Metal Paint Finish Limited Warranty (the “Limited Warranty”) is limited exclusively to Kynar coated metal panels and trims fabricated by Floline or Kynar coated flat stock supplied by Floline which are exposed to normal weather conditions, installed in accordance with Floline’s field drawings and/or technical specifications and maintained & cleaned as described in Floline’s “Care and Maintenance Guide”. Embossed steel panels do not qualify for warranty coverage when used as roofing.

In the event any peeling, checking, cracking, chalking, fading or excessive color change are observed by the purchaser, the purchaser must give notice in writing to Floline within thirty (30) days of any such observation. Written notice may be sent to Floline at the street address or fax number shown on this document. By so notifying Floline, the purchaser authorizes Floline or its designee to investigate the surface condition of the panels or trim.

If upon investigation, Floline determines that the surface condition of the panels or trims are not excluded under the Terms, Conditions and Limitations set forth in this Limited Warranty, the Purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy and Floline’s total liability shall be limited to the refinishing of the panels or trims as determined by Floline to require refinishing. Any and all refinishing work so performed by Floline in compliance with this warranty shall be performed by using any standard finishing practices and materials. If the investigation reveals that the surface condition of the panels or trims are excluded under the Terms, Conditions and Limitations, the Owner shall be responsible for payment of the investigation costs. Failure by purchaser to pay for these costs shall render this Limited Warranty null and void.
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This warranty shall extend only to standard colors identified as such in Floline’s published literature at the date of issuance of this Limited Warranty or as approved in writing by Floline. Colors identified as “metallic” by Floline are not warranted against fade or change in color. Floline standard color “Regal Red” is warranted against fade or color change for a maximum period of ten (10) years.

Any failure cause by the attachment or mounting of any item or device to or near material surface or by improper handling by purchaser, including, but not limited to, improper equipment fabrication, storage, transportation, erection or placement or failure to immediately remove strippable protective coating, shall in no manner be the liability of Floline. Ferrous or non-ferrous shavings, weld splatter or drills will rust or stain finish; failure to protect painted surface or failure to remove same immediately shall be in no manner the liability of Floline. Under no circumstances shall Floline be liable for repair or replacement of any product not originally supplied by Floline that is attached or mounted to or near material surface or otherwise.

This warranty excludes any damage to the warranted coating resulting from or during fire, lightning, hailstorm, windstorm, earthquake or other Acts Of God, war, civil commotion, vandalism, insects, animals, surface temperatures that exceed that exceed 200 degrees Fahrenheit, alterations or repairs to the metal panels and trim not approved in writing by Floline and impact of hard or pointed objects.

Physical damage or color change resulting from corrosion due to cut edge exposure, salt spray, sand abrasions, contact with harmful chemical solids, liquids or gases are outside the limits of this warranty. Such chemicals may include methylene chloride, strong acids, bases or salts.

Abnormal exposure areas, either currently existing or later created, will be outside the limits of this warranty. An abnormal exposure area is defined as any area in the vicinity of an industrial installation that may, by its nature or operation, contaminate the atmosphere with harmful chemicals or airborne contaminants.

Floline’s liability under this warranty shall be limited to refinishing or repainting the defective coated metal on site. Refinishing or repainting of the defective coated metal shall be performed by using standard finishing or repainting practices and materials as selected by Floline, and in all cases, Floline reserves the right to approve and/or negotiate the contract for such refinishing or repainting. The warranty on any refinishing or repainted coated metal supplied hereunder shall be for the remainder of the warranty period applicable to the metal originally coated. Under no circumstances shall Floline be liable for special, indirect, or consequential damages.

This warranty shall not become effective unless and until the purchaser shall have completed and returned the attached Warranty Acknowledgement Statement and Floline has been paid in full for all materials, supplies and services.

FOLINE ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS, LLC

By: _______________________________

Date of Completion : xx-xx-xxxx